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Please find below the modifications or corrections made to the Sporting and Technical 
Regulations Proto Challenge of the Ultimate Cup Series with immediate effect. 
 
 

Article 9.3. : Points 
To score points in the general classification of the category, a car must have covered at least 
75% of the distance from the 1st in the general classification of the category, the latter having 
itself covered at least 50% of the distance from the 1st of the race. 
To score points in its class, a car must have covered at least 75% of the distance from the 1st 
in its class, the latter having itself covered at least 75% of the distance from the 1st in the 
general classification of the category. 
In the case where a car is the only starter in its category, to score points, it must have covered 
at least 50% of the distance from the 1st of the race. 
In the case where a car is the only starter in its class, to score points, it must have covered at 
least 75% of the distance from the 1st in the general classification of the category. 
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APPENDIX 7 

Specific rules to 6-hour races 

 
 

Competitors have to perform 5 mandatory pit stops with a time greater or equal to the 
Minimum Pit Stop Time.  
The mandatory Pit Stops must be carried out within 5 hours and 45 minutes from the start of 
the race.  
At the latest, for the last mandatory pit stop, the car must cross the pit entry loop before 5h44 
minutes and 59.999 seconds of race time elapsed.  
In the case where, during this period, the number of pit stops respecting the « Minimum Pit 
Stop Time » is less than 5, the car will receive a STOP & GO penalty + the missing time compare 
to the « minimum pit stop time » rounded up to the upper second.  
It is during each of these five compulsory stops that the cars entered will have to respect the 
possible time penalties allowing the balance of the crews (see below). They must be added to 
the minimum pit stop time. 
The penalties for non-compliance with the driving time will be identical to those defined for 
Appendix 4. 
 

Driving time 

 

 Composition Platinum/gold Silver Bronze 

2 pilotes 

bronze + silver     mini 2h40 

bronze + bronze     mini 2h/pilote 

silver + silver   mini 2h40/pilote   

gold + bronze     mini 2h40 

3 pilotes 

gold + silver + bronze max 1h30   mini 2h40 

silver + silver + bronze     mini 2h40 

silver + silver +silver  mini 1h30/pilote  

gold + bronze + bronze max 1h30   mini 1h20/pilote 

silver + bronze + bronze   max 3h  mini 1h/pilote 

bronze + bronze + bronze     mini 1h20/pilote 
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BALANCE PENALTIES 

 Composition Penaltie to be respected to each of the 5 mandatory pit-stops 

2 drivers 

bronze + silver 35s 

bronze + bronze 0s 

silver + silver 67s 

gold + bronze 55s 

3 drivers 

gold + silver + bronze 45s 

silver + silver + bronze 35s 

silver + silver + silver 67s 

gold + bronze + bronze 28s 

silver + bronze + bronze 36s 

bronze + bronze + bronze 0s 

 
 
 
 

 


